A compact size microstrip five poles hairpin band-pass filter using three-layers structure for Ku-band satellites application
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a reduced size microstrip five poles hairpin band-pass filter using three-layers structure for Ku-band satellites application. The three-layers structure shows a substantially reduced filter size and enlarged bandwidth. The filter has been designed based on five-pole resonators at 12.475 GHz and bandwidth of 550 MHz. This filter is designed on Rogers RO3003 substrate having relative permittivity ($\varepsilon_r$) of 3. The proposed band-pass filter has been designed with the help of Computer Simulation Technology (CST) software. Comparison analyses between the simulated insertion loss and reflection coefficient of RO3003 and FR4 substrates have been carried out in order to show the efficiency of the proposed filter design. Based on the obtained results, the proposed filter design achieves significant filter size reduction compared to other band-pass filters.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In recent decades, the requirement for compacted size and high-efficiency microwave filters is increasing rapidly in different communication applications [1-6]. Reliable theoretical designing and structure of microwave filters are satisfying recent and exciting difficulties to realize extraordinary requirements and applications [7, 8]. Filtering technology entails high-performance, compact size, lightweight and less cost [9, 10]. In order to satisfy these requirements, numerous types of planar microstrip filters, like resonator filters, open-loop resonator filters, and stepped impedance resonator filters were introduced [11, 12]. But, planar microstrip filters are applied on a single microstrip substrate layer that usually comprises a big size [13]. Multilayer band-pass structure solves this problem [14, 15]. For the last decade, the subject concerned significant interest and multilayer structure methods have been introduced in order to reduce the size and increase the bandwidths of the microstrip filters [16-24].

This study proposes a design of two-port network band-pass filter operating at 12.475 GHz for satellites Ku band applications. The band-pass filter limits the pass-band between certain lower and upper-frequency limits, in which the signal is attenuating whether lower (band-pass) or higher (band-stop) in comparison to remaining frequency bands [25, 26]. The microstrip design approach is selected in which
the parallel coupling lines model is used to show the behavior of the filter on the multilayer substrate. A $\lambda/4$ impedance transformer was used to connect each pair of parallel coupled lines.

The basic principles of microwave filters, design arrangements and performance evaluations were studied in this research. The outcome of this study has a sharp frequency response, lower insertion loss and decent reflection loss compared to previous works. The paper is organized as follows: the calculation of filter dimension as showed in section two, filter design configuration and methodology are presented in section three. EM simulation results are discussed and analyzed in the fourth section and finally, the conclusion of the work is drawn in section four.

2. SYSTEM DESIGN

Explaining Filter calculation starts by converting low pass to bandpass filter prototype. A microstrip hairpin bandpass filter is built to obtain a fractional bandwidth (FBW) = 0.044 at a mid-band frequency $f_0 = 12.475 \text{ GHz}$. A five poles ($n = 5$) Chebyshev low-pass system with pass-band ripples of 0.1d dB is selected. The low-pass system parameters are provided for scaled low-pass cut off frequency which are; $\Omega_c = 1$, $g_0 = 1.0$, $g_1 = g_5 = 1.1468$, $g_2 = g_4 = 1.3712$, and $g_3 = 1.9750$. The subsequent step in designing the filter is finding the dimensions of coupled microstrip lines that emulate the required characteristics as shown in Table 1. For the first coupling section

$$\frac{J_{01}}{Y_0} = \frac{\pi \text{FBW}}{2 \sqrt{g_0 g_1}}$$

for intermediate coupling section

$$\frac{J_{k+1,k}}{Y_0} = \frac{\pi \text{FBW}}{2 \sqrt{g_k g_{k+1}}} \quad k = 1 \text{ to } n - 1 \quad (2)$$

for final coupling section

$$\frac{J_{n,n+1}}{Y_0} = \frac{\pi \text{FBW}}{2 \sqrt{g_n g_{n+1}}}$$

(3)

to find even-and odd mode impedances

$$z_{0e,j+1} = \frac{1}{Y_0} \left[ 1 + \frac{J_{j+1}}{Y_0} \right] \quad j = 0 \text{ to } n \quad (4)$$

$$z_{0o,j+1} = \frac{1}{Y_0} \left[ 1 - \frac{J_{j+1}}{Y_0} \right] \quad j = 0 \text{ to } n \quad (5)$$

Table 1. Even-mode and odd-mode characteristics impedances

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>j</th>
<th>$J_{j+1}$</th>
<th>$z_{0e,j+1}$</th>
<th>$z_{0o,j+1}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.468</td>
<td>85.93</td>
<td>39.6092</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.287</td>
<td>65.16</td>
<td>43.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.173</td>
<td>58.1839</td>
<td>46.88</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The aid of computer design ADS (advanced Design System) can be used to calculate the dimensions of each resonator using the odd and even mode values in Table 1. The characteristic impedance $Z_0$ typically is assumed as 50 Ohms. Each stage of length is chosen to be guided wavelength ($\lambda g$) where it corresponds to an electrical length (Eeff) as 90°. From the schematic design using the special function “LineCalc”, the dimensions of each stage are calculated, for materials RO3003. The calculated dimensions are then used to design and simulate using CST software as shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2.

2.1. Design the proposed band-pass filter

The three-layer architecture of the reduced size band-pass filter primarily consists of a core material (RO3003), ground plane and epoxy material which is used to fill the spacing between the core material and the ground. The physical structure for proposed multilayer filter construction is presented as in Figure 3. Using three layers printed circuit board (PCB), the multilayer construction is created as follows: The first
layer is copper foil followed by the second layer which is made of epoxy material. Finally, the core material that contains the upper and lower resonators is constructed as the third layer of the PCB board.

A three-layer hairpin filter structure is designed based on parallel-coupled line microstrip filters. The key concept is obtaining good coupling effects via folding the resonators out of a parallel-coupled transmission line. To accomplish robust coupling between resonators, adjacent resonators are overlapped on different layers. The filter dimensions are optimized for response improvement. The length of hairpin resonators become very short because the filter is operating at high frequency, thus, hairpin structure is the optimum shape for designing this filter [19]. The framework of the resonators is illustrated in Figure 3, where resonators 1, 3 and 5 are located on the surface of the third layer dielectric, while resonators 2 and 4 are positioned on the reverse surface of the dielectric. Adjacent resonators lines are located on a different variation of overlapping because the resonators are implemented in a two-layer structure to achieve filter design requirements. The filter design specifications are summarized in Table 2 comparing them with simulation values.

The filter core material is realized by using Rogers (RO3003) substrate having relative permittivity ($\varepsilon_r$) of 3. The dimensions of the core material of the filter have been optimized several times to obtain the required response that fulfills the design specifications. Figures 4 (a) and (b) shows the optimized physical layout of the upper and bottom resonators of the filter. The total dimensions for the filter are 9.585x14.935x1.155 mm$^3$. Table 3 shows the physical dimensions of the filter after the optimization process.

![Figure 1](image1.png)

**Figure 1.** The calculation of filter dimensions in ADS

![Figure 2](image2.png)

**Figure 2.** The response of filter dimensions in ADS
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3. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

The filter model is designed and modeled with the help CST Microwave Studio (CST MWS) simulator. For achieving the target specification as tabulated in Table 2, the filter scattering parameters were computed. The simulated multilayer hairpin band-pass filter exhibits low insertion loss of -2.3 dB and a reflection coefficient of better than -21 dB as depicted in Figure 5. Some further dimension optimization is needed to achieve a better reflection coefficient and the exact bandwidth. Other factors that may contribute to simulation errors are due to the material loss, substrate loss tangent and the adhesive epoxy that is used to join the filter layers. However, regarding the design specifications and multilayer filter structure discrepancies, the achieved S-parameter results are still acceptable.

![Figure 5. Simulated S-parameters of the filter using R03003 substrate](image)

3.1. Parametric studies

This band-pass filter design has several adjustable parameters that need to be studied. This provides a further study of the filter behavior and comprehension of its functionality and performance. Therefore, this section will introduce some parametric studies and analyses that have been carried out using the sweep parametric function of the electromagnetic simulation software CST Microwave Studio.

For the aim of performance comparison, a Flame Retardant 4 (FR4) substrate with dielectric parameter (εr) of 4.6 is also utilized as the core material of the filter. Changing the core material of the multilayer hairpin filter from RO3003 substrate to FR4 substrate had affected the filter behavior. Figure 6 shows the S-parameter comparison of the two dielectric substrates as the core material of the filter. By comparing the simulation results of the design using RO3003 and FR4, it can easily be observed the advantage of using a substrate with lower dielectric constant and loss tangent. Rogers RO3003 substrate performed better than FR4 substrate by improving the filter response (lower insertion loss and higher reflection coefficient).

The effect of increasing the resonator length (L) on the filter S-parameters and bandwidth performance is thoroughly examined. The lengths of the resonators are varied from the original length (L) to L+0.2 and L+0.3 while the resonators widths (W) are kept constant. By increasing the length of the resonators, the bandwidth response of the filter shifts to the left and vice versa. Figures 7 and 8 illustrate the effect of increasing the lengths of the resonators on the location of the bandwidth. It can be observed from Figure 9 that the reflection coefficient response of the filter decreases, and the insertion loss drops when the resonator lengths are increased.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Feeder length, lf</td>
<td>3.4675</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feeder width, wF</td>
<td>1.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Width of resonator, w</td>
<td>1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gap between resonators on top layer, gt</td>
<td>1.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gap between resonators on inner layer, gi</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Table 3. Physical dimension after optimization](image)
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4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a compact multilayer hairpin microstrip band-pass filter based on parallel-coupled line resonators for Ku-band applications is designed and modeled with the help of CST microwave studio software. The multilayer hairpin filter introduced a significant size reduction and better performance compared to other band-pass filters namely, combine filter, inter-digital filter, and parallel-coupled line filter. The simulated insertion loss and reflection coefficient results show a good match with the required specifications of this study. Using the sweep parameter function of the CST software, significant analysis and parametric study of the filter was performed. The proposed filter design achieves a good filter size reduction and the parametric studies introduce a simple technique of controlling the behavior and analyzing the performance of the filter.
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